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ABSTRACT

This study conceptualizes and proposes a well-regulated and designated mobile banking and payment system (MBPS) with the potential to strengthen the banking system, foster the regulatory framework, and to be integrated across various platforms and mobile devices. Unlike other mobile payment systems that lack convenience, scalability, and usability, the proposed MBPS contains several important functionalities and it has the potential to bring together hitherto unconnected industries—banking, Fintech and telecoms—to offer value-added services to their existing and potential customers. The ownership of the MBPS shall remain with the financial services sector including the banking and microfinance institutions. The paper concludes with a discussion on the implications and limitations of the study and proposes future research directions.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the profoundly interesting developments of the past three decades is the electrification, automation, and digitization of business and financial services and the arrival of mobile telephony in emerging and developed economies. Each of these developments appeared when a variety of electronic payment (e-payment) systems and banking channels commonly known as alternative delivery channels or ADCs (Shaikh & Karjaluoto, 2015; 2016) were developed and deployed by banks and microfinance institutions from the early 1990s onwards. According to Abrazhevich (2001), e-payment systems were primarily meant to bring the infrastructure necessary to facilitate payment over the internet using different devices and they are widely considered necessary for further developing e-commerce and e-business. In addition, by eliminating location and time barriers, e-payment systems and ADCs facilitate consumers accessing their banking information remotely, quickly, and conveniently without the need for visiting the bank branch. Mobile and branchless banking services, added latterly in the mobile payment and digital banking portfolio, have revolutionized the banking services landscape (Mortimer et al., 2015) and increased the outreach of retail banking to remote areas. Considering their success and growing consumer interest in the adoption and usage of these e-payment systems and ADCs, non-financial actors (NFAs) including telecoms, mobile network operators, financial technology (Fintech) firms, start-ups and other market participants such as PayPal, Amazon, and Google developing and offering a range of payment services thereby creating increased competition.
for diligently regulatory banks. According to Denecker et al. (2014), payments represent a beachhead for changes to the entire banking relationship, and this beachhead is under attack from NFAs.

Given the growing influence of these diverse NFAs or non-bank entrants on the payments landscape, three reasons underline the foundation as well as the purpose and objective of this article as explained below:

First, in the presence of a huge (but diversified and heterogeneous) range of digital banking channels, the banks and regulators are facing several security, privacy, strategic, operational, and oversight challenges (Denecker et al., 2014). The basic premise is that these digital banking channels both motivate the customers to become self-directed and adapt to the online world and demand new controls and risk monitoring systems, especially given their dependence on rapidly changing technology and their ubiquitous nature (International Finance Corporation, 2014). Accordingly, a large and diversified banking portfolio including services and products is likely to have a wider range of harmful effects (Allen et al., 2012) on the performance of the banks and will create unnecessary security risks for them.

The second concern is the existence of a consumer base who are not bank account holders or have any kind of formal relationship with a banking institution. Such consumers are located mainly in developing and emerging markets, and access banking and payment information on portable devices such as cell phones to conduct several different financial transactions. Unfortunately for banks, many of these consumers conduct transactions through mobile payment apps that are developed, managed, and controlled by NFAs. As a result, banking companies, long tightly regulated, are fast losing this consumer base as well as core business segments (i.e., accounts and payments) to NFAs. These developments present several challenges for banks, regulators, and policymakers, especially when NFAs and third party app developers require banks to allow access to confidential consumer data.

The third concern is that these NFAs are operating with fewer regulatory constraints, and most of them lack any significant prior experience in the banking industry (Henniaux, 2014). What is more worrying is that a few of these NFAs are providing mobile financial services in a largely isolated way involving a high risk element. Similarly, there is wide agreement that mobile apps are miniature apps and many of these have not had their codes effectively audited for security flaws prior to their release and use. Consequently, the purpose is to assess and evaluate the potential of mobile payment services and investigate how these services will be affected if unregulated actors provide critical services in the payment system?

Building on these arguments and in order to reconcile these issues, the authors have identified the need to conceptualize a versatile, integrated, and a designated new channel of distribution called ‘mobile banking and payment system (MBPS)’ primarily meant for regular bank customers or account holders. In particular, this innovative model will strengthen the banking institutions and banking system in general, foster the regulatory framework, and allow integration across various platforms and mobile devices (see Figure 1). Here, the term payment system equates to e-payment system.

Among the frequently-used delivery channels, choosing the mobile option is largely based on the fact that m-banking is considered to be among the latest in a series of recent mobile technological wonders (Shaikh et al., 2015a); it appears to be the fastest-growing digital banking channel worldwide (Wonglimpiyarat, 2014); and the commercial value of this new revenue stream is predicted to be very significant (Barnes & Corbitt, 2003). As to the scope of this conceptual paper, the aim is to provide a high-level overview of different aspects of the conceptualized MBPS.

This article will use the new term MBPS throughout the paper. Practitioners can use it in promotions and advertisements, describing it as a new mode of banking and payment. Consequently, the authors assume that this flagship term can easily be used in bank marketing terminology as a single comprehensive digital banking and payment term.
The section that follows offers a detailed overview of the innovative financial services in an international context (Section 2). Next, the research methodology is outlined (Section 3) followed by the detailed presentation of the conceptual model—MBPS (Section 4). The last section (Section 5) concludes the discussion and suggests valuable implications, limitations, and future research directions.

A DETAILED OVERVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY CHANNELS AND INNOVATIVE FINANCIAL SERVICES

Over the past two decades, banking and payment functions have been virtualized on a massive scale globally (Bons et al., 2012). The shift saw the traditional banking and payment services evolve from branch-oriented to branchless and more recently to become mobile and social media oriented. There have also been advances in delivery channels and the development of new business models. For instance, the development of automated teller machines (ATMs) and recently introduced retail teller machines (RTMs) deployed at various merchant locations has provided greater convenience to consumers accessing financial (e.g., fund transfers) and non-financial (e.g., account balance requests) services and transferring payments. However, the use of ATMs is declining considerably for two major reasons: the proliferation and the increasing usage of mobile devices (Gao et al., 2014) and a growth in the theft of payment card data (Shaikh & Shah, 2012).

Another popular ADC is called internet banking. Internet (or net) banking provides bank customers access to banking information that helps to facilitate various transactions using either a personal computer or laptop anytime and anywhere (Shaikh and Karjaluoto, 2016). Broadly speaking, an internet banking allows bank customers to engage in a vast array of innovative online services, such as paying utility bills, checking account information, using check services through bank websites, 24/7 customer support, and the possibility of easy access for disabled people (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014b; Jagannathan et al., 2016).

Some benefits of internet banking to customers as identified by Angelakopoulos and Mihiotis (2011) are the absence of time constraints and geographical limits, cost cutting, the possibility of easy access for disabled people, and an integrated environment for internet banking transactions. Despite these advantages and benefits, internet banking, which early on promised to be the most popular electronic delivery channel (Karjaluoto et al., 2002), ended up being a poorly adopted delivery channel (Kuisma et al., 2007).

Several reasons have been offered for the poor adoption of internet banking, also referred to as online banking or virtual banking. One such is that a decline in the use of internet banking services was largely due to changing consumer perceptions of value and growing consumer empowerment, which, according to Pires et al. (2006), allows consumers to choose what they want, when they want, where they want, at their own convenience, and on their own terms. In addition, after the introduction of smartphones by Apple corporation in 2007 (Hall and Anderson, 2009), many financial services firms including banks follow these trends in mobile communications by developing and offering wireless and mobile banking applications easily downloadable onto smartphones for conducting transactions and bank account management (Kurila et al., 2016), which further undermined the need for internet banking services, largely in developed markets. Internet security and users’ privacy concerns refuse to go away and further hinder the growth of internet banking. Especially in emerging and developing countries, poor internet connectivity and speed correlate with the low adoption of internet banking services. Similarly, early studies on internet banking suggest that the complexity of using the service deters some consumers from adopting and using it (Laukkanen, 2016; Kuisma et al., 2007).

Other digital banking channels that have transformed the banking culture in different developing and emerging countries are m-banking and social media. A significant body of literature (e.g., Shaikh et al., 2015b; Laukkanen, 2016) has shown that the adoption and the usage of mobile banking (basically meant for bank account holders to access banking services) and its variant branchless banking (allows both bank account holders and non-account holders to access banking services and
it is largely meant for the unbanked segment of society) have recorded a massive growth globally. On the other hand, social network banking, a term introduced by Bohlin et al. (in press), offers largely non-financial services to consumers on popular social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and so forth.

To summarize, the commercial potential and a profound growth and usage of mobile-based financial services has both opened new business opportunities for the banking companies and provided greater convenience of anytime, anywhere banking to a demographically dispersed population. Consequently, any future technology development that does not account for mobile technology is unlikely to be popular with the consumer.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In consideration of the vastness of published literature on MBPS, it is important that the literature should be carefully scrutinized. Here, a watchful approach was adopted involving all the authors to identify, select, shortlist, and download the most relevant and appropriate literature. In addition, one of the authors has an enviable track record of working with the banking industry especially in designing policy documents concerning different aspects of digital banking and payment systems.

The research methodology used to gather and interpret the data, to support the arguments, and to reach a decisive conclusion, is largely based on secondary and non-numeric sources. According to Sørensen et al. (1996), secondary data in research are data that have not been collected with a specific research purpose. Prior research has discussed several benefits to using secondary data (Heaton, 2003) and the importance of using secondary data for analysis purposes has been established in the literature (e.g., Smith, 2008). For instance, Cowton (1998, p.432) concluded that “secondary data may have attributes which render them highly attractive when compared to interview and questionnaire results.” Nonetheless, the disadvantages of secondary data relate to the fact that their selection, quality, and the methods of their collection, are not under the control of the researcher, and that they are sometimes hard to validate (Sørensen et al., 1996).

The authors utilize a vast contemporary, historical, and original set of secondary data and information consisting of policy and regulatory documents, archives, and popular market surveys published by the banks, central banks, and advisory firms such as Forrester Research to propose the MBPS, draft the findings, and draw conclusions. In addition, a cursory review of the literature consisting of the scientific publication and conference proceedings was also conducted to understand the banking and payment models developed and proposed previously.

MOBILE BANKING & PAYMENT SYSTEM (MBPS) – CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DEFINITION

This section is divided into different sub-sections with an underlying objective of providing a detailed overview of the MBPS.

A great deal of understanding about the e-payment system (and its variant mobile payment system) is required to understand the core concept of the MBPS. Prior research (e.g., Bezovski, 2016) has considered an e-payment system the backbone of e-commerce business, and defined it as an online or e-payment service that utilizes information and communication technologies. The Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 of the United Kingdom has defined the term payment system as “a system which is operated by one or more persons or entities in the course of business for the purpose of enabling consumers to make transfers of funds, and includes a system which is designed to facilitate the transfer of funds using another payment system.” Compared with traditional payment methods such as pay-by-check, pay-by-phone, or wire transfer, an online payment system is generally considered more convenient and flexible for customers and banks alike (He & Mykytyn, 2009). Moreover, for many companies including banks, e-payments have become one of the most critical issues in their successful business and financial services (Kim et al., 2010).
Prominent and frequently-used e-payment systems include payment cards (such as debit, credit, and prepaid debit cards); E-wallets; Mobile payments; Loyalty and Smart cards and so forth. Considering their scope and usage, these payment systems have been divided into account-based and electronic currency systems. An account-based payment system allows consumers to make payments using their regular bank account, while an electronic currency payment system allows the consumers to make payments using electronic or virtual currency (Bezovski, 2016). The proposed MBPS follows the account-based payment system mechanism because the growing security issues largely seen in the electronic currency system.

In light of the many past mobile payment system failures (Ondrus & Pigneur, 2009) as discussed in the following paragraphs, there is a real need to analyze and understand the requirements to succeed in this market ruled by uncertainty and lightly regulated NFAs. Here, considering the growing influence of NFAs, ranging from telecom companies to small and agile technology players, start-ups, and software houses that are defining the standards for digital banking (Denecker et al., 2014), a basic question arises of ‘who will then own the customer?’

During the last decade, prior research in the broader area of m-banking and payment systems has conceptualized and proposed some versatile mobile-based payment systems. Strikingly, some of these efforts failed to achieve the expected results and others proposed mobile payment systems with limited functionality; mobile payment systems that further strengthen the NFAs or service providers; mobile payment systems that pay little attention to the regulatory issues, and the prior research has also on occasion overlooked the role of the banking institutions in these conceptualized payment systems.

More precisely, Saxena et al. (2005) proposed a mobile-to-mobile payment system supported by Europay, MasterCard, and VISA (EMV) with thin functionality (payments are linked to only debit/credit accounts in a bank to pay at a merchant that should have an online EMV capable terminal). The proposed system had limited scalability and diversity of the services (it was designed only to be used on cell phones), and did not consider regulatory requirements or incorporating a near field communication (NFC) capability. Considering its significance and its usage in the proposed MBPS model, a cursory overview of NFC technology is provided in the following section.

Similar issues afflict another conceptualized mobile payment system based on a real-time quick response (or QR) bar codes (Ma et al., 2015) primarily meant to support buying and selling transactions on all goods and products with QR barcode identification. According to Liu et al. (2008), the QR code, an automated data collection method, is developed in Japan by Denso Corporation during early 1990s and later it is recognized as standard. Conceptualizing a general packet radio service (GPRS) mobile payment system based on radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, Liu et al. (2006) argued that their cell-phone based proposed payment system could be developed and managed by a telecom service provider to provide diverse mobile payment services. Considering their nature, RFID tags are small, wireless devices that help identify objects and people (Juels, 2006).

Although there is no any globally accepted mobile payment system, our premise is that without the ownership or co-operation of any banking institute, the development and deployment of any payment system should be considered unsafe, to have a high probability of failure, and to jeopardize the interest of the consumer.

**MBPS and NFC Technology**

NFC facilitates communication between various mobile devices, which could greatly contribute to the democratization of mobile computing (Ondrus & Pigneur, 2007) as well as increased scalability. In addition, different, innovative ways have been identified whereby contactless or NFC-equipped devices could connect financial institutions, merchants, and retailers with their customers (Tan et al., 2014). NFC-embedded ATMs allow cash withdrawal and fund transfer facilities using any portable device as a form of access code. Owing to its necessity and convenience, NFC-enabled mobile payments have reached the mass market in Japan (De Reuver et al., 2014), Korea (i.e., Hana SK Card), Hong Kong (i.e., Octopus Card) and Singapore (i.e., Smart Card and EZ-link). According to IDTechEx (2014), over 200 million NFC-enabled mobile phones were recently shipped worldwide.
NFC technology is widely considered as a convenient, safe and fast payment system which allows low value transactions at Point-of-Sale terminals such as kiosks or fast-food restaurants. In addition, a related stream of research (e.g., Halaweh and Al Qaisi, 2016; Ondrus and Pigneur, 2009) has considered NFC as one of the emerging technologies that has a great potential, making it convenient to process payments through mobile phones. Ondrus and Pigneur (2007) conducted a detailed systematic analysis and present NFC technology as a trendy but fundamental technology to facilitate the uptake of mobile payment systems. Consequently, any new scheme that does not support NFC payments seems to be incomplete and inefficient.

**Differences Between MBPS and M-wallets**

There is potential for considerable confusion around the terms MBPS and m-wallet, and it is therefore important to distinguish them to establish the need to conceptualize the MBPS. The m-wallet was recently added to the digital banking portfolio (Gruenberg and Thompson, 2012) and allows users to pre-load payment account information on their mobile devices, such as smartphones, and to choose payment options. Consequently, the underlying assumption of creating an m-wallet was to allow non-bank account holders to conduct m-payment transactions. Some scientific and anecdotal evidence suggests that although m-wallets provide greater convenience to the consumers, their development has been erratic (e.g., Sahut, 2006), with little usefulness or trust (e.g., Shaw, 2015). In contrast, the MBPS will be initiated under a set of pre-defined rules and regulations; it is meant for regular account holders; and its ownership lies within a banking institute. The banking institutions, therefore, will continue to play a decisive role in facilitating an MBPS in collaboration with NFAs.

**The Conceptualization of MBPS**

The objective to conceptualize and propose the MBPS follows consideration of the proliferation of digital banking channels and entry to new aggressive players and social networks, along with growing safety, security and regulatory concerns. The MBPS, as explained in the succeeding paragraphs, can be integrated seamlessly into the digital banking portfolio controlled and managed by the banking companies.

The remarkable penetration rates of portable devices, combined with the hedonic nature of mobile phones and tablets (Lai et al., 2012) are hard to ignore, and it is difficult to imagine today’s “always on” consumers adopting any future development in the broader field of electronic business that does not account for mobile devices. Consequently, leveraging portable devices as well as the contactless, proximity or NFC technology to access financial information, conduct various transactions and perform a variety of financial and non-financial transactions is at the core of the MBPS. Incorporating the NFC inherent tap & pay payment mechanism, the MBPS will allow its users to access proximity and remote banking options using a downloadable banking and payment application onto a NFC-enabled mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet.

This conceptualized MBPS is primarily meant for regular bank customers. As reported by Accenture (2013) in one of its extensive surveys involving 30,900 mobile consumers in 26 countries, the banks are the most trusted partner in terms of protecting consumers’ personal information (57% of the survey’s participants trust banks), while social networks such as Facebook appear to be the least trusted organizations (4% of the survey’s participants trust social networks). These results clearly suggest that the respondents favor banks as one of their trusted banking services providers.

The MBPS is multi-faceted, in that it has many different features that represent the coverage and scope of the MBPS. Those features are presented in Figure 1 below, which also illustrates that the MBPS is a convergence service (Lee et al., 2015) that brings together hitherto unconnected industries—banking and telecoms—to offer value-added services to their respective customers. The mobile telecommunication industry has significantly extended its boundaries since the early 1990s (Mazzoni et al., 2007) and now plays a crucial role and provides the necessary mobile infrastructure, the ownership of MBPS will however remain with banking or microfinance institutions holding a banking license and with the appropriate infrastructure. The basic premise is that bank companies
ensure oversight and regulatory compliance with national financial regulations and policy (Nyaga, 2014) and bank companies facilitate foreign exchange, clearing and settlement services (Jenkings, 2008) in the most secure and efficient way.

Nonetheless, the telecom sector will retain the role of facilitator or business partner, depending upon the nature of regulatory framework governing how cross-industry participants can take advantage of technological innovations.

In addition, a strong emphasis is placed on the development and deployment of an integrated digital platform for the MBPS that can serve as a master repository across different products and services. The obvious consideration for banks and marketers, argued by Forrester Research (2012), for the development and deployment of an integrated digital platform is extensive functionality, security and the convenience of different customer segments, and the capability for seamless use on various portable devices such as smartphones and tablets. This integrated platform will gradually reduce, and in a few cases may eliminate, the need for the use of multiple applications and procedures supporting various channels (such as ATMs, POS, the internet and so forth), devices (smart phones and tablets) and payment cards (such as the ATM, Debit, Credit and so forth). The MBPS can easily be hosted on a smart phone or tablet using a dedicated, secure and downloadable user interface and provide a variety of traditional and innovative mobile banking, payment and transfer services to bank customers. These innovative MBPS features will increase customer outreach, providing customers with enhanced security and convenience.

Finally, the MBPS is NFC-enabled. Prior research (e.g., Leong et al., 2013) has recognized NFC payment technology as the future of mobile payments and its usage as critical (Tan et al., 2014). NFC has been considered an emerging payment technology and its presence in the payment ecosystem cannot be avoided. Considering these arguments and predictions, developing any banking product in future without accommodating NFC technology would be unwise.

**MBPS and the Regulatory Environment**

In the case of the MBPS, the objective is to streamline the regulations that are scattered between different digital banking channels and products into a more coherent set of prudent regulations. Consequently, the purpose is to create a common regulatory framework for both established players, such as banks, and emerging institutions, such as telecoms, Fintech firms, and start-ups. The benefits will be immense for the industry, regulators, policy makers, and service providers since a comprehensive and consolidated policy framework on the MBPS will create a level playing field for all stakeholders, including banking and NFAs. It will also effectively increase the regulatory and oversight mechanism and reduce the multiple rounds of customer due diligence (CDD) and know-your-customer (KYC) exercises, until now conducted separately when the consumer signs in or applies for bank accounts, credit cards, prepaid debit cards, and so forth.

---

**Figure 1. Scope and coverage of MBPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Players</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Coverage/Features</th>
<th>Consumer Base</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Functionalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>M-Banking &amp;</td>
<td>Mobile Banking</td>
<td>Bank Account</td>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Mobile Banking (Funds transfer, ATM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecom</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>Mobile Payment</td>
<td>Holders</td>
<td>Companies</td>
<td>withdraw, P2P, Balance Enquiry, Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-ups</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Downloadable App.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>notifications etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fintech</td>
<td></td>
<td>NFC Enabled</td>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile Payments (digital payments,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regulatory Framework</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td></td>
<td>Online or e-Shopping, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unlike CDD, KYC is one of the critical regulatory requirements and requires verifying the identity of both new and existing customers who banks deal with. Without these controls, banks can be exposed to reputational, operational, and legal risks, which can result in significant financial cost (Bank for International Settlement, 2001). In summary, the integrated functionality of the MBPS (previously scattered across various domains, such as branchless (or mobile) banking, ATMs, POS, and payment cards) will help policy makers, regulators, practitioners, banks, and other industry stakeholders prepare future policies, procedures, and regulations. The MBPS will, therefore, streamline CDD and KYC controls.

**MBPS as a Designated Payment or Technological System**

The designation criteria for payment systems will have a fundamental impact on the structure and process of the MBPS and provide several benefits to the retail banking institutions, NFAs and others. These payment systems designation criteria have somewhat surprisingly been overlooked by the mainstream research.

After the explosion of financial applications, products, and services, in addition to the establishment of several non-bank organizations providing settlement and electronic transaction routing services to banking companies and their consumers, the regulators have begun to understand the necessity of supervising and regulating payment systems. Consequently, a separate set of laws and regulations on designating a payment system as a designated payment system were enacted in many countries including the UK (Payment systems regulators, 2014); Europe (Systemically important payment systems, 2014); Singapore (Payment Systems Oversight Act, 2007); Pakistan (Payment systems and electronic fund transfer act, 2007); Australia (Payment systems regulation act, 1998); Malaysia (The Payment systems act, 2003) and so forth.

In a few cases, prior research (e.g., M’Chirgui, 2005) used the term technological systems instead of the term payment systems. In its current manifestation, the payment system laws entail the entities developing, distributing, and offering innovative banking, payments and even fund transfer services and products being required to be ‘designated’ under the payment systems regulations and their ‘designation’ as a designated payment system is obligatory.

The need for a designated payment system and its significance in bringing stability to the financial markets have been established in prior research as well as in popular market and regulatory reports. For instance, one of the major advantages associated with the designation criteria is that a designated payment system will bring the payment system players under the scope of regulation and thereby protect the interest of the consumers as well as all the parties in the system. In addition, Akhtar (2007) argues that a designated payment system provides standards for protection of the consumer and determines the respective rights and liabilities of the financial institutions and other service providers (commonly known as third parties), their customers, and other participants. Here Asokan et al. (1997) found that in addition to flexibility of use, a properly designed e-payment system can provide better security than traditional means of payment. At the very least, designation criteria require that each player in the value chain has a clear financial incentive as well as a responsibility to participate in and actively promote the service (Mas, 2009). Consequently, the banks, telecoms, and other industry stakeholders involved in designing, implementing and maintaining MBPS services and applications should operate under a well-defined regulatory framework, supervised by the regulatory authorities—commonly, but not exclusively, the central banks and telecommunication authorities—to protect the interests of consumers, substantially reducing systemic and operational risks, promoting financial system stability and increasing consumer trust.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper examines the current state of innovative banking systems, products and services, and helps move the existing electronic banking environment toward a more coherent and sustainable mobile banking paradigm.
The authors have analyzed the contemporary and historical literature, laws, regulations and policy documents on digital banking, popular market reports and the regulatory framework, highlighting significant gaps and discussing the operational and regulatory challenges faced by the retail banking institutions in managing a huge, diverse, and heterogeneous array of delivery channels consisting of different products and services. Prior to the financial crises 2007–2010, NFAs were operating as niche providers concentrating on a select range of products, and operating through partnerships with existing banks (Worthington and Welch, 2011). However, learning from the financial crisis experience, NFAs started developing into full-service retail banking products and service providers but without any regulatory or oversight framework. The emergence of these new players in the mobile payment market makes it evident that banks and credit card companies need to take an active role in this revolution (Gupta, 2013). As clearly stipulated by Worthington and Welch (2011), if the financial crisis created new opportunities, it also introduced new threats.

This paper has conceptualized and proposed a new mobile banking system it calls the MBPS. The MBPS is a multi-functional mobile system allowing various banking and payment transactions using a single downloadable fat application on any NFC-enabled mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet. Similarly, leveraging mobile and other portable devices for accessing financial information, conducting financial and non-financial transactions and performing a variety of payments is at the core of the MBPS.

Dahlberg et al., (2008) note how the m-payment products, services, and markets are currently in transition, and have a history of numerous failed innovations, and a future of promising but as yet uncertain possibilities. This new mobile banking system has been conceived and proposed considering the uncertainties predicted in the m-payment market, the emergence of new players and NFAs, as well as an inevitable growth seen in the adoption and usage of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets globally. For example, Juniper Research (2013) finds that over 1.75 billion mobile phone users will have used their devices for banking purposes by the end of 2019, compared to 800 million this year. In light of the huge growth and potential that has been predicted in the adoption and usage of mobile devices for banking purposes in the not too distant future, mobile will outperform other digital banking channels and products.

IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Our arguments on the MBPS offer some contributions to theory and practice. This study advances the literature on m-banking by providing new insights and a comprehensive understanding of payment systems, digital banking, and designation criteria. Although previous research has identified several antecedents and consequences of behavioral intention to adopt and use m-banking services (e.g., Hanafizadeh et al., 2014a) in developed and developing countries, our research extends these lines of study by presenting a new mobile payment system model; one capable of empowering financial institutions and the regulatory authorities to address growing privacy and security issues and protect the consumer interest, which should encourage its adoption and usage across several markets. In terms of practical implications, findings from this study show that commercial banks have not fully realized the implications of the payment systems criteria, despite the presence of a necessary regulatory framework on ‘designated payment systems’. The industry, that is, banks, telecoms and so forth, therefore, needs to consider the designation criteria as critical when offering mobile payment services to a widely dispersed population. After all, a safe and efficient payment system is critical to the effective functioning of the financial systems and to build consumer trust (European Central Bank, 2010).

Similarly, the power of partnerships and outsourcing can make visible differences. The MBPS does not entail banks necessarily developing, deploying and managing the system by themselves; rather a broader understanding is required to fully understand its implications. The authors’ perception is that it is very unlikely that the development and deployment of the MBPS would be possible without collaboration with other market participants, especially given that banks usually struggle to develop
and deploy innovative technological platforms to their customers at the pace at which customers adopt these new technologies. As a result, banks are at a remarkable disadvantage and risk losing their customers as more agile intermediaries and third parties capture the benefit of the innovation (King, 2013, p.29). In the same vein, a strong convergence mechanism (where the companies from different industries collaborate on the development and deployment of a product or service) will facilitate the development of an MBPS where retail banks, microfinance institutions, telecoms, and payment associations such as VISA, MasterCard, and Union Pay can collaborate and work under a well-defined and properly regulated mechanism to provide value-added services to new and existing consumers. It is, therefore, paramount that the laws, regulations, and market standards pertaining to mobile banking and payment services should be holistic and designed with a coordinated approach and an underlying assumption that they will strengthen the regulatory framework, allowing third parties to develop superior solutions, and facilitate new payment providers so as to encourage competition and create greater choice, options and convenience for consumers.

Despite our careful study design, it is not without limitations. First and the foremost is the validation of our conceptual model. As per an agreed protocol, after constructing and suggesting a conceptual model, such as MBPS, the research needs to validate the model with the users who have either used or intend to use a mobile and payment system. According to Shanks et al. (2003), failure to validate the model might lead to subsequent system design, implementation and usage activities failure. Moreover, if these defects are not discovered and corrected until late in the development process, they are often costly to correct. Validating a conceptual model is thus critical to successful system development and deployment (Shanks et al., 2003). Future research validating the conceptualized and proposed MBPS with users, preferably in a developed country setting where the infrastructure supporting e-payment systems has been in place (Kim et al., 2010) for a few decades, and which features a large consumer base using different e-payment systems should be encouraged.

Second, although the authors made considerable efforts to conceptualize a versatile and designated mobile banking model, our conceptualization is not perfect. In particular, the MBPS is meant to benefit regular account holders and endeavors to serve the community with banking facility in different countries. A more holistic approach may require future research to cover all the segments of consumers, especially the unbanked and under-banked rural and urban groups. In addition, the banking companies and other stakeholders investigating the MBPS must understand that consumers’ usually value the reliability of such digital services and that trust in services is built and increased via learning and awareness processes (Arvidsson, 2014). It implies that consumers’ increasing awareness and their learning to use the service will probably increase the level of trust.

Third, we have deliberately omitted the financial inclusion programs from the scope of the MBPS. Financial inclusion programs have been initiated in several emerging and developing countries following research findings indicating their importance to both government and society (e.g., Koku, 2015). Similarly, mobile payment systems have been identified as a significant driver contributing to the development and economic growth in developing and emerging countries when compared to other e-payment systems (Mwafise and Stapleton, 2012). Future research should examine these dimensions when putting forward any new MBPS.

Forth, this study has postulated that designation criteria provided several benefits to the banks, service providers and consumers, such as allowing better service development and better customer relationship management by way of increasing customer satisfaction and trust. However, given the structure of our conceptualization, we are unable to justify the designation criteria for the MBPS. That is largely due to the lack of research on designated payment systems and their benefits to the banking industry and other stakeholders. Prior research (e.g., Liébana-Cabanillas et al., 2014; Su et al., 2013) has, however, considered mobile payment systems and examined the antecedents of adoption, but the designation of such mobile payment systems as a designated payment system is missing. We encourage future studies to unpack the true benefits of ‘designating’ and its benefit to different stakeholders, enhancing the supervisory portfolio and protecting the interests of the consumer. After all, banks may not be able to sustain another round of financial crises in the future.
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